
A-LIST DRESS CODE
Ballet Shoes

Age 13 & under: Split Sole Classic Pink Leather
Can only be purchased from A-List Website Store

Age 14+: Split Sole Classic Pink Canvas
(boys wear black)

Can be purchased from either A-List Store

Tap Shoes
Age 9 & under: Black Leather U-Shell

Age 10+: Beige Leather Slip-on Split Sole 
(boys wear black)

Both can be purchased from either A-List Store

Hip Hop Shoes
Age 13 & under: Revolution Classic High Top Black Sneaker

Can only be purchased from A-List Website Store
Age 14+: Black Pastry Studio Trainer

Can be purchased from either A-List Store

Pointe Shoes
Get whichever shoe works best for your foot shape. Ask Miss Alyssa about

ribbon & elastic placement 
Can be purchased from A-List Johnny Brown Store or Dance Street in

Saskatoon

Jazz | Musical Theatre | Lyrical | Song & Dance

Shoes
All Ages: Beige Split sole leather slip-on jazz boot

Boys: Black Split Sole leather slip on jazz boot
Both can be purchased from either A-List Store

Acro Shoes
Shoes are not required for acro, but if students want some cushion they can get

beige Tuli's Cheetahs' fitted slip-ons



Class Attire
All classes except hip hop: Tight fitted clothing such as bodysuit, tights,
tight shorts, tight leggins, sports bra, tight t-shirt or crop top. Absolutley no

loose or baggy clothing or jeans.
Hip Hop: Loose clothing is allowed. No jeans.

Most clothing items from either A-List Store are acceptable

Hair
All hair must be secured back, out of the face in a bun, braid, or pony.

Absolutely no hair down especially in acro.

Jewelry
No loose jewelry

Tights
Dancers can wear any brand of tights to class, but all performances will
require specified tights which can be ordered through Johnny Brown.



A-LIST DRESS CODE
SITES COMPARED

A-List Johnny Brown

Partnership

A-List Studio Website

(Revolution)

Shop

Link

Orders &

Shipping

You can place orders any
time and do not have to wait
for the group order to go in.
Items get shipped to your
house/mailbox after you

order them.

You place your order through
the studio. The studio will

then send in a group order to
Revolution on the 15th of

each month. Items then will
be shipped to the studio.

Sizing

Sizing kits for all clothing and
the majority of required

shoes are at the studio to
ensure a perfect fit.

No sizing kits available for
clothing.  Shoe sizing kits

available at the studio for sizes
3-11 jazz shoes and age 9 &

under tap shoes.

Available

Brands
Revolution & Pastry

Apollo, Body Wrappers, Capezio,
Danskin, Grit, Grishko, Mondor,

Motionwear, Rac N Roll, Sansha,
Soffe, Pastry

Price &

Quality

Quality is comparable across most products.  Some brands at
Johnny Brown are very high quality & will last longer. Some

Revolution products might be less expensive.

Benefits

Summary 

Faster Delivery
More brands & product
options
Higher quality across
products

Less expensive
More sizing kits available
Better choice if still growing
and needing new shoes more
often


